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Senior Fundraising Consultant III 
Summary 
Where else can you work alongside talented people, develop a rewarding career and create 
impactful tools for some of the world’s most successful and socially responsible not for profits? 
For over thirty years, Blackbaud has been a leader in non-profit management solutions. In that 
time, we’ve been instrumental in the success of over twenty-five thousand organisations globally, 
helping them build and manage the supporter relationships that fuel their missions. At Blackbaud 
we have it all: a growing, fast-paced software business, an environment where you can thrive 
professionally and the everyday reward of knowing that you’re part of a community that is 
enabling meaningful change. 
 
The Consultant holds a key role within Blackbaud’s Professional Services division and acts as an 
industry expert on the application of fundraising technologies and best practices using their 
experience and knowledge around Development / Fundraising Services. 
 
The Role 

As a Consultant, you will identify and research business needs and then determine solutions to 
business problems. Solutions often include a software-systems development component but 
may also consist of process improvement, organizational change or strategic planning and policy 
development. You will work closely with business and technical teams and must understand 
business enough to ensure there is integration between business and technology. The 
Consultant also has a baseline understanding of development processes (SDLC) and/or business 
workflow processes, and is very analytical with problem-solving and conflict resolution skills to 
help identify, communicate and resolve issues. 
 
KEY ACTIVITIES THAT WILL ENSURE CLIENT AND PROJECT SUCCESS INCLUDE: 

• Ability to influence others to gain consensus on a desired outcome. 
• Ability to assume the responsibilities of an overall solution owner, with limited advising: 

gathers and analyses information and uses it to develop effective solutions to difficult 
problems or situations; devises workable solutions or consults with secondary resources 
to devise solutions; proactively raises risks and implements fixes and changes as needed 
to keep small problems from becoming big problems.  

• Investigates and acts to meet customers’ current and future needs.  Gives customer 
needs priority and responds quickly to customer concerns.  Builds positive and fruitful 
customer relationships. 

• Effectively uses systems and processes to measure, monitor, manage, or impact 
performance.  Puts resources and or processes into logical, comprehensible order.  

• Creative and critical thinker with the ability to develop original ideas, approaches, and 
solutions to typical, unusual or difficult situations and problems. Exhibits constructive, 
non-traditional thinking.  Creates, from scratch or from plans, high-quality designs or work 
products. 

• Negotiates or mediates sound agreements in business or organizational situations where 
there is disagreement or difference in interest. 

• Successfully closes negotiations achieving best possible outcomes.  Creatively 
approaches negotiations.   
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• Writes, speaks, and presents information effectively and persuasively across 
communication settings.  

• Ability to present in various group settings with or without the use of technology.   
• Exhibits composure while in the spotlight and conveys information eloquently.   

Responsibilities 
o Act as the client-facing Blackbaud representative and fundraising subject matter expert 

throughout the relationship lifecycle, including prospect visits, onsite consultative work, 
and on-going account management 

o Deliver high level presentations to audiences ranging from executives to system end 
users 

o Delivering solution implementations for Blackbaud clients by guiding clients through full 
life cycle of implementation from discovery to deployment phase  

o Perform user requirements analysis; facilitate business process design sessions, identify 
gaps, issues and reporting risk areas as part of a software implementation delivery team 

o Translation of business processes and requirements into business process flow 
documentation, solution design, and system configurations to support customer's desired 
to-be state 

o Deliver online solution implementations for Blackbaud’s clients 
o Work to prospect, cultivate, solicit, and steward key client relationships. Must be viewed 

and respected as an industry expert by clients and prospects 
o Strategising with not for profits to develop/improve operational strategies  
o Collaborate with other parties throughout Blackbaud to formalise best practices and 

refine project delivery methods. Work to develop key service offerings for each vertical 
field (Higher Ed, Healthcare, Faith-Based, etc.) 

o Meeting utilisation and practice development targets as outlined in the Annual Bonus 
Plan 

o Consistently meet and exceed customer expectations, delivering first class consulting 
o Participate in Project Reviews 
o Other duties as required by the Practice Manager 

Experience 
• Prior experience working under the framework of billable hours and utilisation targets in a 

consultative environment preferred 
• Ability to work independently, with strong organisational skills  
• Familiarity with user journey analysis and intermediate HTML and CSS concepts 
• Experience with Microsoft Project, Word, and PowerPoint  
• Strong problem-solving skills  
• Outstanding written and verbal communication skills 
• Experienced in presentation to all levels of users 
• Experience with email marketing software is desired 
• Degree from a higher education institution preferred 
• 5+ years of experience of the Not-for-Profit Sector is essential 
• Experience of working with Blackbaud software is essential 
• 80 - 100% travel with overnight stays required depending upon the specific project 

requirement  
• Preference for the role is to work from the Blackbaud Pacific's office in North Sydney. 


